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RedTitan Document Designer - PDF 

Intuitive design tool with data merge to create dynamic PDF files 

The Intuitive design interface is used to produce 

sophisticated dynamic layouts with scalable fonts, 

shaded areas, lines, boxes, graphics, in black & 

white or full colour. 

Use a PDF or image as the document backdrop or 

simply design your own. 

From its simple graphic interface, you can build 

complex documents adding data driven conditions 

into the layout so that the resulting document varies 

with each data record for a 1:1 marketing messages. 

Features like background forms, font control and an 

image library ensures a consistent ‘look & feel’ 

across your documents. Dynamic layout, colour and 

content ensuring your message is clear, accurate 

but customised to your audience. 

Easily represent data as a graphical object such as a 

barcode, chart or graph. 

Unlike other design applications the “RedTitan 

Document Designer - PDF” allows precise 

placement of all elements and accurate alignment 

help keep consistency from one document to 

another. 

Data can be accepted as either database extracts 

(e.g. XML, CSV) or plain ASCII text files. 

No programming skills required 

Create a professional looking business document, merge your database files and produce a PDF all with the 

powerful yet simple to use RedTitan Document Designer - PDF. A windows application for creating anything 

from a business letter, customer bill or financial contract. Merge your customer data right on screen and 

output directly to a PDF file. It’s that simple. 

Merge and view the template and data directly 

within the application and output as a fully com-

posed PDF document at the press of a button. 

Good design applications don’t need to be 

hard to use. 
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